
JU-ON –The Final Curse- 

The No. 1 "most terrifying film" as chosen by the people of Japan 
The "JU-ON " series at a pinnacle of horror finally concludes 

 
STORY 
A distraught Mai (Airi Taira) takes matters into her own hands by attempting to piece together the 
reasons for her schoolteacher sister Yui’s disappearance. Within a class photo of Yui’s, Mai 
recognizes one of the students from a dreamlike encounter she had with her sister. Checking school 
records, she discovers him to be Toshio, a boy whose family was involved in a monstrous murder. 
Unknown to Mai, Toshio’s aunt has adopted the orphaned Toshio and brought him into her home to 
live. Despite her attempts to make Toshio welcome,  
she and her high-school-aged daughter Rio find themselves targeted for death by the boy. Meanwhile, 
Mai is hot on Toshio’s trail, not knowing that Kayako has begun haunting her boyfriend Sota. 
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DATA 
2015 /90min / Horror 
Japanese Theatrical Release: July 25th 2015 
STAFF 
Directed and script by: Mamoru Oshii (“Patlabor series”, “Innocence”, “Ghost in the Shell”) 
Starring: Airi Taira (“Twentieth Century Boys series”, “Thanatos”), Ren Kiriyama (Kamen rider 
series”), Nozomi Sasaki (“JU-ON The Beginning of the End-“, “Tenshi no Koi”) 

Director Masayuki Ochiai 
A name director of horror in Japan, Director Masayuki Ochiai was born in Tokyo in 1958. After 
graduating from Nihon University’s College of Art, Ochiai went to work for Kyodo Television. Beginning 
in 1991, he was in charge of a number of episodes for the show “Tales of the Unusual,” and in 1997 
he directed his first feature film, “Parasite Eve.” In 2008, Ochiai directed the American horror feature 
“Shutter.” Feature films of director Ochiai released in the US include “They Hypnotist” (1999) and 
“Infection” (2004). 

http://www.juon-movie.jp/
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